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Opening statement

For more than a decade, Austratia has been telling its First Peoples that the nation is

finatty ready to recognise them in ifs founding document the Australian

Constitution.

For more than a decade, we have considered and debated options for how this might
be done in a way that is both likety to succeed at a referendum, and that accords

with the aspirations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples.

In May 2017, the proposat of a constitutionally enshrined advisory Voice to

Partiament was unanimousty supported by Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander
detegates to the historic National Constitutional Convention at Uluru.

As someo ne who has been involved in the Constitutional Recognition process for
many years now, my view is that the proposal is a far more modest, reasonable and

achieiabte option than any other that has emerged over the last decade.

The uluru Statement identified the advisory Voice to Parliament as the only

acceptable modet because, without infringing on parliamentary sovereignty, i! would

corst¡tutionalty enshrine the opportunity for Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander
peoptes to inituence laws and policies that affect their 4ives - lives that on average
'remain 

poorer, sicker, harder and shorter than the lives of other Australians.

ts it asking too much of non-Aboriginat Austratia and Australians that we suppotf this

aspirationl Are we so mean-spirited, so lacking in national ambition and imagination

thät we woutd telt Aboriginat and Torres Strait tslander peoples we reiect their advice

to the nation as fo how they wish to be recognised?

The Joint Se/ecf Committee on Constitutionat Recognition Relating to Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islander Peoptes was established to answer fhese fundamental
questions.

The fact that the Qommittee has been instructed to consider the Uluru Statement

from the Heart, including the proposed advrsory Voice to Parliament, gives me hope

and comfort that good sense and iustice will prevail.

And the nation and att its peoptes will be far richer as a result.
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Having served as Co-Chair of both the Referendum Council on Constitutional
Recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Australians (December

2015-- June 2017\ and the Expert Panel on Constitutional Recognition of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Australians (Decemþer 2010 - January
2012),1 am pleased to have this opportunity to provide some observations to

assist the Committee with a deeply challenging task.

Consistent with the criteria for referendum success adopted by the advisory
bodies that preceded it, the Çommittee is required to chart a way forward that
achieves cross party support, is capable of being supported by an

ovenruhelming majority of Australians and, most importantly, accords with the

wishes of Aboriginal and Torres $trait lslander peoples.'

Given the Government's present rejection of the form of constitutional
recognition that Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander delegates unanimously

endorsed at Uluru, following the most comprehensive and representative

consultation process ever undertaken among lndigenous Australians, the

Committee faces a near-impossible conundrum'

This is especially ironic as the Committee has been asked specifically to
"examine the meihods by which Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Peoples

are currently consulted and engaged on policies and legislation which affect

th;; .:. lä 
'ånltô 

consider "if, ãnd'how, sèff-determinatio-n can be advanÇed"3

despite this question having been asked and answered in the Uluru Statement

from the Heart as an expression of true self-determination.

3

Summary of my recommendations

5 ln my view, the only available path for the Committee to discharge its

Resoiution of Appointment is to recommend a process for building cross-party

support for the model of recognition presented in the Uluru Statement from

the Heart, which informed the recommendations of the Referendum Council'

6 As part of the committee's work, I also recommend that it:

(a) consider discussing with the Uluru Position Working Group the_value of

some of the Uluru delegates presenting the Uluru Statement from the

Heart in Parliament and speaking to the importance of it;

consider the precise wording of a constitutional amendment to give

effect to the Uluru Statement from the Heart;
(b)

1 parliament of Australia, Joint Select Qommittee on Qonstitutionat Recognition relating to Aboriginal and Tones

StraiilstanderpeoptesádtAnesotut¡onof Appointmenf (1 March2018). NotetheTermsof Referenceforthe

Èip"rt ià"á inctuded these three etements and ttre Referendum Council adopted the Expert Panel's criteria for

referendum success.
ä pJiñ;iãiÁusiral¡a, Joint Setect committee on Constitutionat Recognition rclating to Aboriginal and rones

Strait tslander PeQptes 2018 Resolution of Appointmenf (1 March 2018)'
t rbid.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

further explore what the supporting legislation for a constitutionally
enshrined Voice to Parliament might look like;

undertake polling to test community support for the Voice to Parliament
on the basis of an accurate description of what is proposed; and

look objectively at whether criticisms related to the advisory body (by
gouernment and others) are sustainable.

The Uluru Statement recommendations provide a unique opportunity for
Australia

7 The first priority in building cross-party and community support for the

recommendations encapsulated in the Uluru Statement, in particular the

advisory Voice to Parliament, is for Parliamentarians to truly understand the

significãnce of what was achieved at Uluru. When they do, they will recognise

the h¡storic opportunity it presents to the nation to achieve a reconciled

Australia.

I To assist Parliamentarians on that journey, I would certainly encourage the

Committee to consider discussing with the Uluru Position Working Group the

value of some of the Uluru delegates presenting the Uluru Statement from the

Heart in Parliament and speaking to the importance of it.

g Although the Uluru Statement was presented to the Prime Minister and

Opposltion Leader at the Garma Festivat last year, in ty view the power of a

diiect address to Parliament should not be underestimated.

1O As a demonstration of such a moment, I draw to the Committee's attention the

recent addresses by members of the Victorian Aboriginal Treaty Working

Group to the Viciorian Legislative Assembly in conjunction with the

introduction of the Advancing the Treaty Process with Abo.riginal Victorians

B¡ll 2018. These powerful proóeedings cán be viewed online.a

11 Without wanting to repeat information of which the Committee is already

keenly aware, Parliamentarians should be reminded that the Uluru Statement

was ihe culmination of an inclusive, principled and focused consultation

process, the like of which Australia has never seen'

12 With bipartisan support, the Referendum Council hosted a series of

lndigenous-designed 
'and 

led consultations, which placed the voices of

Abo-riginal and Tãrres Strait lslander people at the centre of our deliberations.

13 Twelve hundred delegates took part in the lndigenous-specific dialogues, from

a total population oi about 600,000 Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander

peoples nåtionally. We believe this to be the most proportionally significant

ôonsultation process ever undertaken with lndigenous Australians'

a parliament of Victoria,'Advancing the Treaty Process with Aboriginal Victorians'(28 March 2018) <

https:i/www.youtube.com/w"16¡ty=jh 1 wgwvJXdu&fealure=youtu. be>.
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14 lt is a measure of the spectacular success of the process that, not only was
complete consensus reached, the final Statement was agreed in an

atmosphere of great pride, profound hope and keen awareness that
something remarkable had been achieved.

15 The participants unequivocally and unanimously agreed that to be recognised,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander peoples must be consulted and engaged
on policies and legislation that affect them by way of a constitutionally
enshrined First Nations Voice.

1O One of the delegates, Thomas Mayor, described it in a recent publication as
"a Iine in the sañd for constitutional recognition."s I commend this publication

to the Committee and attach it as an Annexure to this submission.

17 Similarly, Professor Chgryl Saunders described the Uluru Convention as a
"constitútional moment",6 ånd stated that such moments are "rare and need to

be seized".7

18 lwas privileged to be at Uluru to observe the final days of the National
Convention and the adoption of the Uluru Statement from the Heart.

19 As a lawyer, lam a creature of instruction, and the instruction on what
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Peoples want and expect from

constltutional recognition was made clear at Uluru. For my part I am duty

bound to convey that instruction wherever and whenever I can, My aim is to

fulfil this duty by continuing to encourage Parliamentarians from across the
pol1ical speótrum, and members of the wider community, to recognise and

embrace the opportunity presented by the Uluru Statement from the Heart.

ZO As a supporter of lndigenous empowerment, I understand the critical

importance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people being given the
power and afforded the respect to provide their free, prior and informed
'consent 

to any and all decisions that may affect them. This fundamental
principle underpins the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
indigenous Peoples. The Uluru Statement from the Heart reflects a true

embodiment of this sacred principle'

21 ln substance, also, the call for an advisory body, which gives Aboriginal and

Torres Strait lslander people a means to be consulted respectfully on policies

and laws that affect them, represents an exciting opportunity for the nation. An

opportunity to simultaneously tackle the interconnection between practical and

symbolic aspects of reconciliation'

Why other options for recognition were reiected

ZZ lt has been said that those involved in the lndigenous consultations will need

to provide a more detailed explanation to the Committee as to why other

u Thomas Mayor, 'Constitutional reform: a line was drawn in the red sand at Uluru', N/f% 10 April 2018 <

httos://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/article/2018/04/1o/constitutional-reform-line-was-drawn-red-sand-uluru>.dìÏrry St"t"rent from the Heart at Melbourne Law School (Melbourne Law School, 2018) 0:22:00.
t r¡id.
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models of recogn¡tion considered through our consultations, and those
undertaken by the Expert Panel, were rejected.

My colleagues, Patricia Anderson and Professor Megan Davis, who led the
consultations, are better placed than I am to do this and I urge the Committee
to be guided by them on the detail of this aspect of the Committee's inquiry.

ln summary, the idea of a declaration of recognition inserted as a preamble to,

or within, the Constitution was rejected because delegates were concerned it
might undermine, rather than bolster, the status of First Peoples, who have
never ceded sovereignty and have not yet had the opportunity to negotiate a

formal agreement with the Commonwealth. A further concern with this
proposal was that the content of any statement of acknowledgement in the

Constitution would not meet the aspiration of truth telling'

The option of developing a declaration outside of the Constitution, however,

was seen as having the potentialto unite and inspire the nation.

Proposals for removing or ameliorating the so-called "race power" contained
in section 5l (xxvi) were either rejected or ranked low because the change
would not guarantee that Parliament could be prevented from making

discriminatory laws.

The section was seen as having delivered significant positives in the form of
heritage protection, land rights and native title that could be placed at risk if

the section was to be removed.

Section 51 (xxvi) was the essential achievement of the 1967 referendum and

the mostly beneficial legislation that has flowed from it convinced delegates to

oppose the deletion of this historically significant provision.

Another option for change, the deletion of section 25, which contemplates the

possibil1y of a state government excluding a group of Australians from voting

On the baSiS of race, was Seen as a "dead letter", and in any event, any

attempt to apply it would fall foul of racial discrimination legislation.

The option of inserting a new provision into the Constitution prohibiting

discrimination on the basis of race was determined by delegates to be a

"shield", vulnerable to interpretation by the High Court, whereas a voice to
Parliament was viewed as a "sword".

Moreover, it was considered very unlikely that such a provision could secure

cross-party support.

Ultimately, in my view pursuing any of the other models that were considered

but rejecied at Uluru would involve vastly more complex constitutional change

than t'he constitutionally enshrined advisory body. But more importantly, those

alternatives do not have the consensus backing of Aboriginal and Torres

Strait lslander PeoPles.
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ln its initial media release and subsequent statements rejecting the
Referendum Council's recommendation for a representative advisory body as

outlined in the Uluru Statement, the Government has put fonruard five central
reasons for its decision.

The reasons, as best as I can presently understand them, are:

(a) that the advisory body "would inevitably be seen as a third chamber of
Parliament";8

(b) that it represents a new idea, not raised previously in deliberations on

constitutional recog nition ;e

(c) that the recommendation lacks sufficient detail;10

(d) that it is."contrary to the principles of equality of citizenship in

Australia";11 and

(e) that it has no "realistic prospect of being supported by a majority of
Australians in a majority of States". ''

I will address these concerns one by one'35

36

"Third chambef'

37

Any perception that the Voice to Parliament would represent a third chamber

is misconceived. Whatever the source of this misconception, it is imperative

that this myth be dispelled once and for all to build cross-party and community

support.

The 'third chamber' criticism is not one that can be reasonably maintained. All

proponents of the Voice to Parliament agree that the body would have no

þower of veto on proposed legislation and its advice would not be binding on

either House of Parliament.

lnstead the advisory body would be dependent upon Partiament's genuine

engagement and þolitical will to consult effectively, with constitutional

enõhñnetent offering some important protection against the body being

abolished or defunded.

proponents of the Voice to Parliament, including vastly experienced lawyers

from different ends of the political spectrum, have also emphasised that

because it will be up to the Parliament to determine the roles, composition

and powers of the advisory body, there is no risk whatsoever that it would

3B

39

I Department of prime Minister and cabinet (cth), 'Response to Referendum council's report on constitutional

ffecognition' (Media Release, 26 October 2017).

'lbid.,o-Ëiir" Minister of Australia, 'press conference with the Right Honourable Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of

New Zealand' (Transcript, 5 November 2017)'
11lbid.
,t'öãburtr"nt of prime Minister and Cabinet (Cth), 'Response to Referendum Council's report on Constitutional

Recognition' (Media Release, 26 October 2017)'

ô
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A "new idea"

43

44

undermine current parliamentary processes, lt would create the opportunity
for a dialogue with Parliament, but leave parliamentary sovereignty completely
and utterly undiminished.r3

It should be remembered that the membership of the Referendum Council
included five lawyers, including a former Chief Justice of the High Court no

less, as well as former federal and state politicians. W¡th one exception,
members of the Referendum Council were wholly united in our belief that the
type of advisory body called for in the Uluru Statement could be established
with no adverse consequences to the smooth operation of the Parliament,
including in relation to questions of justiciability.

Quite the contrary, it would provide Parliamentarians with valuable input to
help ensure that laws and public policy decisions concerning Aboriginal and

Torres Strait lslander Australians yield better outcomes than has been the

case to date.

42 To suggest that the notion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander peoples

having a proper say in their own affairs is new is to ignore the persistent

advocãcy of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Australians over countless
generations and the unprecedented nature of the Referendum Council

dialogues.

It also ignores the principles enshrined in the United Nations Declaration on

the Rights of lndigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), which Australia acceded to
nearly ã decade ago. As is discussed further below, the UNDRIP requires

institútions to obtain the free, prior and informed consent of lndigenous
peoples before adopting and implementing measures that may affect them.

The enduring call by Indigenous Australians for a greater voice in their affairs

is set out in the Referendum Council report, but I would certainly encourage

the Committee to remind Parliamentarians of some of the key moments in this

long and continuous struggle, including:

o William Cooper's petition to King George V (1937);ra

" the Yirrkala bark petitions (1963);15

the Larrakia petition (1972);16 and

r the Barunga Statement (1988).17

13 Mel¡ssa Castan, ,Constitutional Recognition, Self-Determination and an lndigenous Representative Body"

(2015) S lndigenous Law Bulletin 19, 15.
ìãÑ"ionäl Áïòr'¡uÀi ot Austratia, pet¡t¡on by the Aborigina! Advancement League to His Maiesty the Kng (1937)

<htto://www. naa. qov.au/collection/fact-sheets/fs268' aspx>.
,d'ärrurr óiÃu"strat¡an Democracy, Yinkata batu petitions (1963) <https://www.foundingdocs.gov.au/item-did-

104.html>.* Vffii ReadinS Room, Larrakia petition to the Queen (1972) <http'/ivrroom.naa.gov.au/prinU?lD=19522>.
,t -Ärsìialiãñ- 

iñst¡tute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Studies, Barunga Statement (1998) <

http://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/coliections-online/digitised-collections/treaty/barunga-statement>.
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45 Embedded in each of these aspirational moments is an unwavering
determination to enshrine the inherent right of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
lslander Australians to have their opinions listened to and respected.

46 That Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Australians should now call for
constitutional enshrinement of a voice should come as no surprise, given the
withdrawal of government support for previous representative structures and

failure to address these clear calls for recognition.

47 As Mr Thomas Mayor put it, although there has been "a long discussion in this
country about recognition, and recognising us in the Constitution... there had

never been the quãstion asked of our peõple.'t1e According to Mr Mayor, one
of the great drivers of hope at Uluru was that something more could be

achieved, unlike previous aspirational moments that are "hanging up on a wall

in Parliament just gathering dust but not having been implemented."'"

48 lt has genuinely surprised me that members of the Government appear not to

be aware of the extensive work undertaken by Professor Anne Twomey,
whose drafting of a constitutional provision for the establishment of an

lndigenous advisory-þody in 2015 was described at the time as "the missing
p¡ecä of the puzzle'í20 in óonstitutional recognition'

49 Professor Twomey's work picked up on submissions that the Cape York

lnstitute provided to the Joint Select Comrnittee on Constitutional Recognition

of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Peoples in late 2014 and early 21015,

and its proposal for the formation of an Indigenous constitutional body

nominated by Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander people to advise the
parliament oñ laws ánd policies.2l This concept of respectful consultation

was subsequently assessed as a very welcome and achievable suggestion by

a number of constitutional law experts."

lnsufficient detail

50 The 'insufficient detail' criticism is arguably the weakest of all the arguments

against the establishment of the advisory body.

The Uluru Statement and the Referendum Council report deliberately and

advisedly did not detail the form or operation of the body because, to achieve

the desiied objectives of the proposal, and give the Parliament and the people

51

tu Uluru Statement from the Heart at Melbourne Law School (Melbourne Law School, 2018) 0:08:40.
1e Uluru Statement from the Heart at Melbourne Law School (Melbourne Law School, 2018) 0:08:00'
, ó;"r¡* Èi""r"n, ;Tworey's sensible pathway to practical indigenous recognition' The A.ustralian, 13 June

2015; See, e.g. Anne Tworíey,'Puttinçj wordé to the tune of lndigenous constitution.al recognition'.The,

C;onvercation ãO tr¡ay 2015; Arine T'nolñey,'An lndigenous advisory body: Addressing the concerns about

iusticiability and parliamentary sovereignty' (2015) I lndigenous Law Bulletin 19, 6'
,l õãpã vór[ inti¡iutã, submission to ihe-Joint Sètect Cómmittee on Constitutional Recognition of Aboriginal and

Torres Strait lslander peoples, October 2014; Cape York lnstitute, Supplementary Submission to the Joint Select

Còmmittee on Constitutional iecognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Peoples, January 2015.
t, S"",-à.õ. Cnãry| Saunders, 'tndi-genous Constitutional Recognition: The Concept of Consultation'8 lndigenous

taw riullãtin ts, ts; tr¡el¡sia Cästan, 'Constitutional Recognition,. self-Determination and an lndigenous

nËór".."iåiiue àbdy,''tzóìàj e tndigenous Law Bultetin tg, ts; David Freeman and shireen Morris (eds)' rhe

foîgotten people: tíøeiat an'd consã¡vafive approaches to recognising indigenous peoples (Melbourne University

Press; 2016).
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of Australia confidence in it, the detail needs to be developed by the
Parliament in respectful dialogue with Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander
people. lt was blatantly obvious to the Uluru delegates and to the members of
the Referendum Council that if such detail was in fact earlier prescribed it

would be disrespectful to the institution of Parliament and constitute a clear
over-reach.

52 Therefore, rather than recommending complete adoption of Professor
Twomey's model or the 'Cape York' model, the Uluru Statement and
Referendum Council report made a more general recommendation for a Voiçe
to Parliament, deferring to the right of Parliament to determine the detail for
itself beyond Constitutional prescriptions.

53 ln summary, as Professor Twomey has made clear, it would simply not be

appropriate to set out in the Constitution the detail of such a body's
composition or internal procedures:

Jusf as the Constitution leaves it substantially to legislation to

determine how members of parliament are elected and the powers and
procedures of the parliament, sa too this amendment would leave such
matters to the parliament to deterlltine, in collaboration with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait tstander people.2s

54 ln any case, as a matter of practical reality, the Council's tenure did not allow
time for the recommendation to be further developed, given that the Uluru

Statement was agreed to at the end of May 2017 and the Council's deadline
was 30 June 2017.

SS The Council did however commission a report by the Cape York lnstitute,

which it provided to the Prime Minister and Leader of the Opposition in July
2017.24

56 In my view, consideration of the precise wording of a constitutional
amendment to give effect to the Uluru Statement from the Heart is important

work to be done by the Committee in fulfilment of its terms of appointment.

57 Further exploration of what the supporting legislation might look like would

also be an extremely useful exercise for the Comrnittee to undertake.

Unequal cítizenshiP

SB The Prime Minister has stated that to establish a national advisory body for

Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander peoples is "contrary to the principles of

equality of citizenship in Australia."'"

23 professor Anne Twomey, 'putting words to the tune of lndigenous constitutional recognition' The Conversation

20 Mav 2015.ãcàpä vori lnstitute for policy and Leadership, 'Report to the Referendum Council: A First Nations Voice in the

Consiitution' (Ju ne 20 1 7) < https://www' referendumcouncil.org'au/>'
,-t-Ëñrä f,¡ín¡'it"r of Âuétr"lia, 'Press conference with the Right Honourable Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of

New Zealand' (Transcript, 5 November 2017).
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59 The unique place and constitutional position of Australia's first peoples cannot
be questioned.

60 The Constitution allocates the Commonwealth Parliament specific legislative
power to make 'special laws' with respect to the people of any race. ln
substance, this power has been relied upon to make laws with respect to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander peoples, There is compelling force in the
argument that this distinct power must be coupled with the opportunity and

authority to seek to influence how that power is exercised. I am confident that,
when properly understood in this context, Australian civil society would not
view this as favouritism, unless of course that is the way the politicians

choose to frame it.

61 The importance of genuine partnership and collaboration between lndigenous
and non-lndigenous Australians is reflected in the Closing the Gap strategy,
established a decade ago in an effort to redress blatantly apparent inequality
between the life chances of Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander Australians
compared with other Australians.

62 On any measure and in any substantive sense - whether it be health,

education, housing or incarceration - Australia does not currently provide

Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander peoples with equality of citizenship,

63 As Senator Patrick Dodson has acknowledged, the disappointing outcomes of
the Closing the Gap strategy, demonstrate that governments have been

unable to meet the strategy's original statement of intent by truly collaborating
with Aboriginal and Torreð-Strait lslander peoples.26

64 !n terms of opportunities to influence government decision making, there is

already a multitude of organisations advising government that have distinct

cultural or religious compõsition.27 The difference with the advisory body that
the Uluru Statèment contemplates is that its existence would be enshrined in

the Constitution. But even that is not unique in Australia.2s

tmpossible to achíeve at referendum

65 Presumably the government reached the conclusion that the establishment of
an Aboriginal and Torres Strait lslander advisory body would not be supported

by the Àustralian people at a referendum based on the findings of private

pôtting. The legitimacy of this presumption is not clear without knowing what
people were asked.

66 Certainly statements from the Indigenous Affairs Minister that "l don't need

evidence...we have done a lot of polling, not on this particular matter,

,u Sky News,'Failure to collaborate on Closing the Gap "disappointing": Dodson'(10 February 2018)

<https://www. skvnews.com. au/details/-57308258 1 6001 >'
,i ii.lrJ¡ng tor äxampte the National Mutticultural Advisory Group, the Australian Multicultural Council and the

Relioious Advisorv Committee to the Services.
äiléËã-r""äon 7i õrÛ.t" Constitution of Queensland 2001 (ald). This section of the Queensland Constitution

prouiOes for the Minister responsible for Local Government matters to consult a body representing local

þovernments before relevant Bills are introduced to Parliament.
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beCause it waS never a matter that was contemplated..."2e and "it'S Our

instinct"3o do a real disservice and risk incalculable damage to a properly
informed progression of the national debate.

What we do know as a matter of public record is that the most recent
Australian Constitutional Values Survey, conducted in August 2017 by a team
led by Griffith University, the University of New South Wales, University of
Sydney and the Australian National University found widespread support for
lndigenous constitutional recognition, including the Voice to Parliament
proposal (61 per cent).''

A poll conducted by Essential Research a week after the Uluru Statement was
issued, asking people whether they supported or opposed the Statement's
recommendations, found that each measure had greater support than
opposition, with thã most popular being enshrining a Voice to Parliament .32

This poll aligns with the Referendum Council's consultations with the wider
community, which made it clear that non-lndigenous people are most likely to
support a model that is supported by Aboriginal^and Torres Strait lslander
people - the very people sought to be recognised.oo

lf Parliament allocates the time and resources for the proposal to be

developed, and then gives the Australian people the information and the

opportunity to make their own decision, there is every reason to believe a

referendum on this issue would succeed.

Up to date polling should be undertaken, with support from the Committee, on

the basis of an accurate description of what is proposed'

lf the Committee feels compelled to pursue a form of recognition that was

considered and rejected through the Referendum Council's lndigenous

consultation process, not only would it be disrespectful in the extreme but it
would have no chance of success at a referendum'

lf the Government made its decision for fear that the proposal may be voted

down, they should not be pursuing an earlier model that has zero chance of
success.

2t ABC Radio National, 'Government rejects Constitutional lndigenous voice to Parliament', RN Drive,26 October

2017 (Nigel Scullion) <http://www.ábc.net.au/radionational/programs/drive/government-rejects-constitutional-

i4digenous-voice-to-parliamenU9090304>.
"u lbid..,'òîmtn University, Suruey: support for tndigenous recognition underestimafed (30 October 2017)

<https://app.secure.griffith.edu.au/news 12017 t10t30lsurvey-shows-support-for-indigenous-recognition-

underestimated/>.r, --Erròniiul Media Communications, lJIuru Statement (6 June 20'17) Essential Report

<htto://www.essentialvision.com'au/uluru-statement>.
$ Räferendum Councit, Finat Repoft of the Refercndum Council(2017), p 35.
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74 Given that no-one has questioned or could question the legitimacy of the
Referendum Council's lndigenous consultation process, and given that Co-
Chair Julian Leeser has said the Joint Committee will not seek to repeat this
process,3o to adhere to its Resolution of Appointment, the Committee has two
options:

o to recommend that the Austratian Parliament not proceed with
constitutional recognition at this time because the criteria for
referendum success noted above cannot be reconciled; or

e to recommend a process for building cross-party support for the model
of recognition presented in the Uluru Statement from the Heart, which
informed the recommendations of the Referendum Council.

75 I sincerely believe the second option is the only viable option for the

Committee, for the Federal Parliament and for the sake of the whole nation.

T6 The Committee must look objectively at whether criticisms related to the

advisory body (by government and others) are really sustainable.

77 The Committee's Resolution of Appointment asks it to consider the Uluru

Statement and final report of the Referendum Council. This leaves open the

real prospect that once the Parliament has the opportunity to properly reflect

on ti-re proposal, the Government might be persuaded to reconsider its

present Position.

Tg lf it were otherwise, these recommendations would not form part of the

Committee's Resolution of Appointment. Moreover, there is a great deal of

support for the Uluru Statement from the conservative side of 
- 

politics,

initüOing Committee Co-Chair Julian Leeser MP,35 Gtgq^Craven AO,3o Dr

Damienlreeman,3T Alan Jones AO38 and Jeff Kennett AC.3e

79 lt is the prerogative of governments to be allowed to change their minds as

and when it isãeemed to be for the benefit of the nation. This has occurred on

multiple occasions in the Past.

B0 Policy shifts in line with prevailing community sentiment is one of the

hallmarks of a truly healthy democracy, a fact most recently acknowledged by

the prime Ministei in his pithy comment on the announcement of the Banking

3a Rachel Baxendale, ,Bipartisan support key to indigenous affairs overhaul Julian Leeset' The Australian, 1 April

2018.tu-öä", eg, Commonwealth, Pañiamentary Debates, House of Representatives,22 June 2017,75869 (Julian

Leeser, Member for Berowra).ã?fê;, A;- ÚpñolO and'Recognise, Launch: 'This Whispering in Our Hearts", (1 August 2017) <

http://www.ùpholdandrecognise.com/evenlsl21l7 lSlllthis-whispering-in-our-heart*'
äi $;, õ, 3itäõnãñ Èit puirick, 'PM challenged to deliver indigenous voice, treaty' The Australian,2T May 2017.
* é;: ãö, ô¡iÁ, Àr"n ion". criticises the g.overnment for reþcting the Voice to Parliamenl. ABC News (online),

31 octõoer 2017 < http://www.ab-c.net.au/news/2017-10-31/q&a'rudd-jones-is-turnbull-ouþof-depth-as-
om/9100596>.5d'ffi;õ;leff Kennett, 'Jeff Kennett: Recognise, uphold but also celebrate indigenous Australians' The Herald

Sun 31 May 2017,22.
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Royal Commission that the "...government's policy remains the same until it's
chánged. . . "ao

81 An informed and respectful reconsideration by the Government of all that the
Uluru Statement provides and symbolises represents a historic opportunity to
reinforce Australia's democracy and, the health and wellbeing of our nation.

I would be very pleased to expand on any aspect of this submission in person at the

Committee's convenience.

ao prime Minister of Australia, 'press conference with the Hon. Scott Morrison MP, Treasurer - Banks and

Financial Services Royal Commission, Sam Dastyari and same-sex marriage' (Transcript, 30 November 2017).
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Constitutional reform: a line was drawn in
the red sand at Uluru

Pat Dodson is jointly heading an inquiry into constitutional recognition for Indigenous
people. (AAP)

OPINION: Can Julian Leeser, Patrick Dodson and the Joint Select Committee propose

anything more substantive than that of the First Nations'referendum council?, writes Uluru
delegate Thomas Mayor.

By Thomas Mayor

10 Apr 2018 - 12:39 PM UPDATED 10 Apr 2018 - 12:46PM

On26 May last year, atthe culmination of 13 regional dialogues that involved more than
1300 Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander Peoples, we answered a very important question
about what we would support as recognition in the constitution.

The participants unequivocally proposed that to be recognised, we must be empowered so we
are heard. We asked to be consulted and engaged on policies and legislation that affects us
through a constitutionally enshrined First Nations Voice. The call for a constitutional voice
was also the most popular reform in submissions from the wider public.

The proposal was a line in the sand for constitutional recognition. In all 13 regional dialogues
with participants from more than 100 First Nations, mere symbolic recognition, which would
change nothing for our people, was rejected. The Referendum Council heard us, and they
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informed Government that the substantive recognition we asked for through a constitutional
Voice was a "take it or leave it proposition".

Statement Heart' called for the establishment of a 'FirstNations Voice'
Constitution (NITV)

And when Malcolm Turnbull dismissed the proposition for a First Nations Voice in October
last year - we did not take no for an answer. Public pressure saw a new-Joint Selec!

Committee established that includes the Uluru Statement in its Terms of Reference. The
Committee is now taking submissions.

The Uluru Statement carries the weight of an unprecedented First Nations process that was

more proportionately representative than any other constitutional dialogue in the nation's
history. Therefore, it must be respected for what it is: the majority will of the First Nations of
Australia on how we want to be recognised.

We did not ask for tinkering with the race clauses. We asked for a constitutionally
guaranteed voice. Not a veto. Not a third chamber. Just a voice.

The current Joínt Select Committee co-chaired by Julian Leessr and Patrick Dodson must
understand this fact. We did not ask for symbolic words in the Constitution. We did not ask
for tinkering with the race clauses. We asked for a constitutionally guaranteed voice. Not a
veto. Not a third chamber. Just a voice. This is a modest, yet profound request. We can still
make this happen, and pollins shows the Australian people believe we can too.

My people have been asking for a voice in our affairs for a long time. The history of our
struggle includes William Cooper's petition for Aboriginal representation, which was sent to
the King but never made it past parliament. The 1938 Day of Mouming called for Aboriginal
representation, the Yolgnu Bark Petitions in the 60s called for fairer consultation and the
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right to be heard, the Larrakia Petition in the 70s asked for political representation and a
treaty, and the 1988 Barunga Statement asked for an Aboriginal representative body and a
treaty. The Uluru Statement is the f,rrst time a national First Nations consensus position has

been achieved. It, too, asks for a voice and a Makarrata Commission.

The Uluru Statement is the first time a national First Nations consensus position has

been achieved.

The Uluru Statement's call for a voice is modest, because it respects parliamentary
supremacy. As the Referendum Council makes clear, no veto is proposed and Parliament
would determine the design and details ofthe voice, in consultation the First Nations. This
reform is also profound. I explain my view of why the Voice can make a difference in an

article published in IndigenousX. In short, a constitutionally enshrined Voice has the ability
to change Indigenous affairs for the better. Together we can improve outcomes.

This beautiful generous and wise document is a'constitutional momenf which we should not let pass

#UluruStatement. (Twitter / @Hanietmantell)

If this Committee fails we will have wasted another opportunþ for direly needed systemic
reform, and another generation will be lost. Suicide, family violence, incarceration rates,
unemployment, all ultimately come from one root cause - systemic powerlessness. We can't
properly work with govemment to fïx these things unless we have a fair and empowered
voice in decisions made about us.

An article last week in The Australian, reported the Committee's co-chair, Julian Leeser,
saying 'othere was no point persisting with a proposal that would not win government
support." He said "we should aim for this to try and be the last committee on this issue." I
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hope it will be too, but the only way to achieve this is to implement the Uluru Statement.

Either it is a constitutionally guaranteed voiceo in a form that should be properly discussed

and negotiated between the First Nations and government, or there can be no referendum.
Indigenous people will reject mere minimalism, and the Australian people will too - just like
in 1999.

Julian Leeser and Patrick Dodson both need to understand this. There is a way through here,

and it will only happen if we work together. I believe we can achieve the Uluru Statement in

a way that takes on board political concerns. We are willing to work with you. But
government must also hear us: we want our voices to be heard, and this needs to be

constitutionally guaranteed. We have waited too long already.

The Prime Minister's rejection got it wrong, and two lots of polling have showed that
the Australian people do not agree with him. But there is an opportunity now to
salvage reconciliation, and this country's soul.

The Prime Minister's rejection got it wrong, and two lots of polling have showed that the
Australian people do not agree with him. But there is an opportunity now to salvage

reconciliation, and this country's soul.

Senator Pat Dodson put it like this to the ABC last week: "The parliament now has a real

challenge, it cannot come out with a weak-kneed response, it has to come away out of this
period with something clear which will give heart not only to First Nations people but also to
the nation ofAustralia." I agree.

Anything less than what is requested in the Uluru Statement from the Heart is a "weak-
kneed" response. Anything less will not give heart to the Indigenous and Non-Indigenous
Australians who support a constitutionally enshrined Voice and a Makarrata Commission.

The line was drawn in the red sand of Mutitjulu. Our claims were endorsed with standing
acclamation and the tears of so many First Nations leaders at Uluru.

Now the LNP and the Labor Party must step up. Leeser and Dodson individually must step

up, because Indigenous people are not letting you offthe hook, and nor are Aushalians. I
believe Dodson's heart is in the right place. I think Leeser's heart is probably in the right
place too. Let us now put our political heads together and find away to achieve the Uluru
Statement from the Heart.

Thomas Mayor is a Zenadth Kes manwho lives on Larrakia land in Darwin. He is the elected
branch secretary for the Northern Tenitory Brarrch of the Maritime Union of Australio and
the President of the NT Trades & Labour Council. Thomas wøs electedfrom the Darwin
Dialogue on Constitutional reþrm to participate in the Uuru Convention. Follow
Thomas @tommalnrll


